
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

      Date:________

                            PERFORMANCES SCHEDULED FOR PRAIRIE FIRE CHILDREN’S THEATRE’S 

“ ALLADIN AND HIS MAGIC LAMP”

____________________ Abracadabra, allakhazam! Take your family on a mystical carpet ride this 

weekend as scores of young people team up with two professional actors to present Prairie Fire 

Children’s Theatre’s original musical version of the exotic tale “Alladin and His Magic Lamp”.

Based on the classic tale from “The Arabian Nights”, “Alladin” is a musical journey told with the 

special twists Prairie Fire is know for. Through his accidental discovery of the powers of the magic 

lamp, poor Alladin is suddenly transformed into the richest person in the kingdom. Now possessing 

everything the material world has to offer, Alladin falls victim to the evils of money and power. He 

demands more and more of the Genie of the Lamp and becomes consumed by greed. The remainder 

of the story follows Alladin’s attempts to ward off the Evil Magician and more importantly, to regain 

the respect of his family and friends. Original musical numbers include “The Genie of the Lamp” by 

Deborah Pick, and “A Long Time Ago in a Land Far Away” by Daniel Nordquist. There is also a vast 

array of authentic Middle Eastern music as well as some contemporary surprises.

Two professionals will take the roles of The Genie of the Lamp and The Evil Magician. (Feel free to 

insert Prairie Fire Children’s Theatre’s actor/director biographies here.) The remainder of the cast 

includes (insert cast list here).

“Alladin” is the culmination of a week long residency by Prairie Fire Children’s Theatre and is spon-

sored by______________________. Performances are on __________________ at____________________.

Tickets are _______ and available at _______________________________. 

For more information, call ________________________.
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